NetCDF in the Cloud: modernizing storage options for the netCDF Data Model with Zarr
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NetCDF has historically offered two different storage formats for the netCDF data model: files based on the original netCDF binary format, and files based on the HDF5 format. While this has proven effective in the past for traditional disk storage, it is less efficient for modern cloud-focused technologies such as those provided by Amazon S3, Microsoft Azure, IBM Cloud Object Storage, and other cloud service providers. As with the decision to base the netCDF Extended Data Model and File Format on the HDF5 technology, we do not want to reinvent the wheel when it comes to cloud storage. There are a number of existing technologies that the netCDF team can use to implement native object storage capabilities. Zarr enjoys broad popularity within the Unidata community, particularly among our Python users. By integrating support for the latest Zarr specification (while not locking ourselves into a specific version), we will be able to provide the broadest support for data written by other software packages which use the latest Zarr specification.